
Unit 2 Developing 
Skills and Techniques 
for Live Performance

Learning Aim A - Presentation



A presentation showing understanding of 
skills of a performer

You are to give a presentation on the role, skills, attributes, training routes and 

typical employment and lifestyle factors of performers working in the world of 

Musical Theatre.

You should carry out research and investigation into the key features of the role and 

work of the performer, through a range of methods including theatre visits, websites 

and prospectus for training establishments, as well as considering your own 

experiences in practical training and activities. 

You may wish to conduct a case-study of a performer you admire, with biographical 

research and interviews to examine career trends, working and lifestyle factors.



Make sure your research covers the following features of being a performer:

· Key technical performance skills such as vocal, physical and interpretative

· Practical skills such as planning, responding to direction and collaboration

· Employability skills and personal qualities needed to succeed in the profession

· Other roles the performer interrelates with (for example other performers, directors, production team 

members): how they interrelate and why this is important to the success of the performance

· Qualifications, training routes and strategies to ensure continuing professional and skills development

· Employment trends and working conditions

· Lifestyle factors

· A practical episode conducted on your peers to develop one performance skill.

· Bibliography of research.



Presenting your findings

Your presentation will be on the theme of ‘Being a Performer’

You need to think carefully when planning and preparing your presentation to make sure it is 

entertaining and dynamic: after all, you are a performing artist! 

Your presentation and submitted research bibliography should be comprehensive and detailed, 

explaining, analysing and evaluating the key features of the performer’s role (as listed above) for 

your chosen discipline, considering how the various skills contribute to success in the art form. 

You should aim to compare and evaluate different training and qualification routes. Remember to 

provide appropriate examples to support your conclusions.

The presentation could be a live delivery of a minimum 8 minutes and maximum 10 minutes to 

an audience of your fellow trainee performers, or in the form of a web-based resource or blog.

To make the presentation dynamic you may wish to include video or audio clips, quizzes and a 

question and answer session. Make sure you use suitable terminology and provide references for 

all your sources.



Distinction

● Detailed and comprehensive

● Thorough and informed 

understanding - role of performer

● Evaluate - technical/ practical/ 

employability/ personal skills 

required

● How a performer would secure 

employment

● Training routes/qualifications -

appropriateness and draw 

conclusions - working patterns / 

lifestyle factors

● Conclusions well argued and 

supported by well chosen 

examples

● High standard presentation / 

effective use of subject specific 

vocab / relevant presentation 

techniques

● Practical demonstrations

● Good Grammar

Merit Pass

● Detailed account

● Understanding of the role of 

performer

● Analyse performers role -

technical/ practical/ 

employability/ personal skills 

may contribute to performers 

career development

● Examine professional training 

routes/qualifications and 

alternatives - including lifestyle 

and pattern

● Detailed using relevant 

presentation techniques

● Practical demonstrations

● Accurate subject specific vocab

● Understanding of role of 

performer

● Reference technical/ practical/ 

employability and personal 

skills performer needs to 

succeed

● Information will explain 

progression routes including 

formal training and 

qualifications

● Performers working pattern and 

lifestyle

● Presented to a satisfactory 

standard 

● Use of subject specific vocab



What will your presentation look like?

EXPLAIN

In your presentation, you 

would be explaining only 

when discussing the role of 

a performer.

E.G

A healthy diet is a mix of 

carbohydrates, proteins, 

fats along with vitamins 

and minerals.

ANALYSE

In your presentation, you 

would be analysing when 

discussing the role of a 

performer.

E.G

This type of healthy diet 

makes your bones grow 

strong, gives you lots of 

energy, supports stamina 

and allows you to maintain a 

healthy weight.

EVALUATE

In your presentation, you would be 

evaluating when discussing the role of 

a perfoemer.

E.G

For example, Beyonce’s healthy diet 

has allowed her to become a 

phenomenal sensation, she is able to 

perform over 200 shows a year and has 

never cancelled a show due to illness.



The Role a performer
Introduce your presentation – remember your 

power point is a visual aid – you will more 

than likely use flash cards for extra 

information



In this presentation I will talk about: 

- The career pathways that a performer could take 

- What it takes to be a performer 

- Key technical performance skills

- Extra curricular  activities to support your career and to stand out to employers

- How to be employable? – practical skills 

- Qualifications 

- Nurturing yourself as a performer

- Example-

Introduce what you are going to 

cover in your powerpoint



Aims for this presentation-

In this presentation, I aim to develop your understanding of the life of a 

performer. 

By the end, you will hopefully understand the deeper elements of a performers 

life that you don’t always see on the stage. 

What will you gain 

from this?

If you are interested in following a path in the 

performing arts, I hope that this presentation will 

clearly illustrate how you can achieve your goals.

Outline your aims for your powerpoint



Career pathways-
Discuss potential career 

pathways



What it takes to be a performer 

- An average of 8 shows a week

- frequent rehearsals

- singing/ dance/ acting lessons

- A healthy diet and peak physical fitness 

- resilience 

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ciARS8S7ls

Outline some of the attributes/ 

skills needed to be a 

performer, explain their 

importance and evaluate.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ciARS8S7ls


Extra curricular activities to help you to 
stand out to employers  Discuss extra curricular 

activities that make you 

employable, explain why and 

discuss how they would help 

you become a performer?



Key technical performance skills

How to stretch properly for dance 

Include a workshop that will 

help the audience to develop 

a skill, explain the importance 

of the skill and how it would 

impact on your career within 

the industry as well as why it 

is important.



Why do we stretch?

-FLEXIBILITY -Posture -Injury prevention



Butterfly stretch 

Sit on the floor with a straight back and your 

feet as far toward your pelvis as possible

The butterfly stretch improves flexibility of 

the inner thigh adductor muscles

Stand with the feet hip-width apart. 

Bring the right arm across the body, so that the 

hand points to the floor on the other side of the left 

leg. Bend the left arm at the elbow

This helps to stretch  your shoulders and back 

Cross arm stretch 



How to be employable 

-The ability to network and market yourself

-resilience, stamina and confidence

-flexibility 

-time management  

Explain 3-4 key skills or 

attributes in detail that will 

make you more employable.



Case study

Lea Salogna  

Choose 2 performers to 

discuss.



Why these decisions were good and how they 

positively affected her career 

Made her more accessible for 

casting directors

Something to look back on to see 

how much she had developed 

She went just for the 

experience

Won her a Tony award and 

gained her international 

recognition 

Discuss their career 

pathways, experiences, what 

made them employable, their 

successes



What Can Lea’s career and achievements teach 

you about achieving your goals as a performer?

Explain in detail about how we 

can learn from your performer



Get involved! Training

Auditions 



Idina Menzel 

Similarly to Lea Salogna- Idina originated the lead role in a broadway musical 
which was Elphaba in wicked in 2003.

Doing 8 extremely vocally demanding shows a week took its toll on Idina’s voice.

From the clip I’m about to play- you can tell that Idina’s vocal technique has 
declined from the continuous strain that was put on.

Compare and contrast to 

another performer



Use video examples

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YiIgSh4MQ6Q


The things that Idina could have done to prevent 

this-

- Warm up more frequently 

- Not perform if she knew she was ill

- Drink plenty of water in between and during performances.

Explain why her choices and 

lifestyle made her not as good a 

performer.

Compare and contrast the two

Explain what she could have 

done



Qualifications

Discuss two qualification 

routes (university/drama 

school)

Evaluating the right choices for which 

career path and include an example of 

which career path is best for a musical 

theatre performer in comparison to a 

period drama performer.



University

Plymouth Marjon university
University of Portsmouth 

Discuss what they offer, what 

you need to get on the course 

and what the alumni went on to 

do



Drama school 

Arts Educational schools London Italia Conti schools London/ various locations 

Discuss what they offer, what 

you need to get on the course 

and what the alumni went on to 

do



Drama school or university?

Drama school-

- More practical approach within lessons 

- Learning in a professional atmosphere

- More likely to be noticed by casting directors

University-

- Theoretical aspects as well as practical 

- More transferrable for different careers

My opinion

Give your opinion, make it 

relevant to you, which one have 

you chosen to go to and why?



Nurturing yourself as a performer 

- Diet - Fitness - Mental wellbeing 

Discuss three important factors 

that you think are crucial to 

develop to be a good performer –

explain how you are going to 

develop one particularly that you 

feel you could benefit from.



Thank you for listening 

Conclude what you have 

covered and thank the audience 

for listening.


